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The essence of Japanese culture envelops 
you as soon as you step foot inside Yoko 
Kitahara’s Japanese spa in Jaffa. Overlooking 
the Mediterranean Sea, Yoko Kitahara is a small 
haven of Japanese therapy, hospitality and design– 
beautifully juxtaposed with the surrounding ancient 
Arabic architecture.
Yoko wanted her spa to be a place for therapy and 
culture. A place to introduce Tel Avivians to the 
design and culture of her homeland and a big part 
of that was to introduce her guests to the art of 
Japanese hosting known as Omotenashi – a special 
one-on-one relationship that is created between 
host and guest. The Yoko Kitahara method combines 
the base of shiatsu and aromatherapy. Treatments 
are performed slowly and deeply, giving special 
focus to the rhythm of breathing. Yoko mixes her 
own combination of pure aromatic oils to create 
a journey of different fragrances and rhythms.
Kikar Kdumim Street 5, Jaffa, 03.605.8339.  
www.yokokitahara.com
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Just off Allenby, one of South Tel Aviv’s most 
bustling streets, lies a gem of a restaurant – 
Santa Katarina. Locals love Santa Katarina for 
its cool atmosphere, creative décor and the 
refined combination of Middle Eastern food 
with a Mediterranean flair. The delicate mix of 
spices and ingredients paves the way to a flavor 
explosion that is inherently Tel Avivian. 
Santa Katarina’s most popular dishes include 
ceviche, semolina cake, a one-of-a-kind red tuna 
fricassée and some incredibly unique pasta dishes. 
The restaurant has received numerous rave reviews 
and its bold menu will have you returning again 
and again to try everything that comes out of the 
restaurant’s taboon oven. The lovely Santa Katarina 
is open for lunch and dinner, and the fair prices 
plus its location on Har Sinai street, a renovated 
Bauhaus area – are reasons enough to try it. 
Har Sinai Street 2, 058.782.0292. 
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Tel Aviv native Noga Erez writes and produces her 
own music alongside her partner and co-producer 
Ori Rousso. As Erez performs, she exudes a unique 
energy which heavily influences her environment 
and audience. Her ingenious beats boldly straddle 
genres and atmospheres as the musician manifests 
her dynamic compositions.
Erez is a magnificent live performer. If you have 
the opportunity to see the multi-instrumentalist 
in action, you will be blown away by her forceful 
style, her sophisticated voice, her blissful keyboard 
tinkling and her sheer talents with percussion.
The artist has steadily worked her way to the top 
of the Israeli alternative music scene and her short 
internet video clips have gone viral. Combining 
natural talent and style with a tireless dedication to 
the process, Noga Erez lives and breathes music.
www.nogaerez.com
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Representing the best of Tel Aviv through premium 
streetwear is fashion brand Holyland Civilians. A 
political statement, fashion brand and lifestyle 
ideology fused together in the form of comfortable 
and stylish garments. As a standout brand in Tel 
Aviv Fashion Week 2017, Holyland Civilians was 
praised internationally by major media sources in 
the fashion world, including Vogue Italia, Vogue 
Germany and Cosmopolitan Italia. The brand’s 
designers Anat Meshulam and Dor Chen are former 
Shenkar graduates who realized during their time 
working abroad in the fashion industry that their 
true desire was to create meaningful fashion in their 
home country. According to the designers: “This 
metropolis is one of the most mixed regions in 
Israel, and yet one of the most harmonic. This way 
of living, which is not side by side, but rather hand 
in hand, is what gave birth to Holyland Civilians 
– a new premium streetwear proposition for the 
people living in this hectic reality”.
www.holylandcivilians.com
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Since the 1980s, multimedia artist Roee Rosen 
has made a name for himself in the international 
contemporary art scene with his outstanding and 
provocative paintings, video installations, films, 
books and writing. Rosen’s work raises questions 
on important topics such as the representation 
of history, fiction and the concept of identity.
Rosen confronts his viewers with uncomfortable, 
yet playful themes, emphasized by his very dark 
humor. Through the creation of fictional characters 
and the presentation of their work, Rosen removes 
the lines between the artist, his character and his 
audience – leaving great room for speculation.
Some of his most important works include: the 
installation Live and Die as Eva Braun (one of 
three works exhibited at Documenta 14 in Athens), 
his series of works with Justine Frank and The 
Confessions of Roee Rosen and Vladimir’s Night

www.roeerosen.com
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Emerging artist Michal Fargo specializes in 
ceramic sculptures, drawing her inspiration from 
the material itself. For Fargo, clay represents 
endless possibilities and as she had started to 
explore these possibilities she has grown tired 
of mould making and smooth surfaces that are 
common with ceramic sculptures.
Fargo’s work revolves around the discovery of 
new approaches, different ways of thinking and 
unique methods for creating what she calls “more 
authentic sculpture surfaces.” One example is 
her early experimentation sculpting and casting 
sponge blocks in clay, creating pieces with coral-
like surfaces. As in all of Fargo’s work, the artistic 
process is not about copying nature but dealing 
with the processes and outcomes of the medium 
itself. Fargo received her BA from the Bezalel 
Academy of Art and Design, Jerusalem and an 
MA from the Royal College of Art in London. Her 
work is exhibited in Israel and abroad.
www.michalfargo.com
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Situated in an unassuming Florentin alleyway, 
Burek is the latest addition to Tel Aviv’s culinary 
scene. Bursting with industrial chic interior, a live 
DJ spins tunes from the balcony and guests sit 
sipping wine at communal tables as the open 
kitchen invites visitors to approach. Burek is far 
from typical, open exclusively on Wednesday nights 
for a fixed priced seven course dinner. Each meal 
kicks off with free - flowing cocktails and ends with 
a dramatic dessert course served directly on the 
kitchen island. Everything in between is culinary 
perfection, executed by head chef and owner, 
Chef Barak Yehezkeli. Unlike any other chef in the 
city, Yehezkeli engages with his guests throughout 
the entire culinary experience. Curious eaters are 
encouraged to watch each course take shape from 
Yehezkeli’s musings on the initial inspiration to the 
final execution. As the night unfolds, it becomes 
clear that a Wednesday night at Burek is like dining 
at a close friend’s home, who just happens to be 
a phenomenal chef.  
www.barakchef.co.il
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Atar Mayner is an Israeli producer and DJ whose 
music entices his listeners to zone out and 
momentarily lose themselves to the beat. The 
musician began mixing his own tunes when he 
was just a teenager and has since contributed 
to Tel Aviv’s music scene with unique sets and 
collaborations with some of Israeli Pop’s finest, 
such as Gilad Kahana and Riff Cohen. 
Drawing inspiration from the sounds that surround 
him, Atar manages to create vibrant and danceable 
Middle Eastern sounds. In Atar’s mixes, listeners 
can hear his signature sound: oriental music mixed 
with a sensual contemporary beat. The DJ’s first 
single,You (“את” in Hebrew) is a great introduction 
to his musical vibe. The artist is currently working 
on his debut album while performing regularly in 
Tel Aviv at venues like Beit Romano.
www.soundcloud.com/atarmusic
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